Planned Ignoring Teacher Tip Sheet

What is Planned Ignoring?
Planned ignoring involves the removal of attention when a minor behavior challenge is occurring. By ignoring the
inappropriate behavior, the teacher withholds access to the sought reinforcer—attention. Planned ignoring typically
targets low-level (e.g., minor) problem behaviors that primarily occur because the student seeks to gain attention; these
behaviors do not significantly distract other students or otherwise interfere with classroom routines. Planned ignoring is
an effective strategy for such behaviors because the reinforcer (e.g., attention) for the behavior is eliminated
(i.e., withdrawn). The behavior is no longer reinforced when the teacher makes a commitment to ignore such behaviors
and continue with instruction. Ideally, the teacher limits attention for minor problem behaviors and purposefully
provides attention (e.g., praise or general attention) when the student exhibits more appropriate behaviors.

Comparing Planned Ignoring to a Typical Response
Low-level Problem Behavior:
Student calls out or talks out of turn frequently instead of waiting to be called on by the teacher.

Typical Response

Planned Ignoring

Teacher attention is provided in the form
disciplinary action (e.g., veral reprimand, clips
down, pulls a ticket, time-out, or sent to
principal’s office).

Teacher withholds or limits attention when the
problem behavior occurs .

Student continues to call out and talk during
instructional times. The frequencey of this
behavior problem may even increase.

Student problem behavior may intially increase,
but then occurences of this behavior begin to
decrease and occur only infrequently.

(The teacher will reinforce the appropriate
behavior when it occurs)

How to Use Planned Ignoring
1. Select the target behavior to ignore: Planned ignoring is useful for minor behavior problems that are reinforced by
attention. Consider behaviors where a teacher’s response and attention to such behaviors results in more time lost
from instruction than can be justified.
o Do not use planned ignoring with behaviors that may cause physical harm to other students (e.g., hitting,
biting, throwing objects), bulling behaviors (e.g., intimidation, harassment), self-injurious behaviors (e.g.,
head-banging, scratching, cutting), or behaviors that cause major distractions.
2. Reinforce appropriate behavior: Planned ignoring should not be used in isolation to avoid the target behavior being
replaced by another minor behavior challenge. Instead, pair planned ignoring with a reinforcement procedure for an
alternative appropriate behavior.
3. Be ready for the burst: Often when you start planned ignoring, the problem behavior will increase before it
decreases. This phenomenon is known as an extinction burst. When a burst occurs, don’t be discouraged.
Consistently ignore the target behavior until the behavior no longer occurs or occurs infrequently.
o Be aware that you will be tested from time to time to see if the behavior no longer receives the desired
attention. Be prepared to ignore the behavior again and again.
o However, if the teacher finds that ignoring a student's behavior regularly results in an escalation of the
target behavior, planned ignoring should be discontinued.
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4. Be consistent: When an attention-seeking problem behavior occurs, you can ignore the behavior but continue to
reinforce appropriate behaviors. Provide attention for appropriate behavior (e.g., desired, preferred, alternative
behavior) when it occurs.

Tips for Effective Planned Ignoring
Planned ignoring can be difficult because the act of withholding reinforcement means the teacher purposefully avoids
providing attention in all forms for this behavior. Some common forms of attention must be avoided if planned ignoring
is to be effective:
• Avoid giving feedback for target behavior (example: “Daniel, that was not nice to say”).
• Avoid praising the student for not engaging in the target behavior (example: “Adrian, you did great by not
interrupting me”).
• Avoid engaging in a teaching interaction about the target behavior (example: “Tanisha, do you know how that
makes me feel when you interrupt me?”).
• Avoid non-verbal responses (e.g., big sigh, eye contact, change of facial expressions, change of voice tone, etc.)
• If you do need to respond to the target behavior, make your response brief!

Evaluate Your Use of Planned Ignoring
•
•
•

Collecting data is an excellent way to evaluate the effectiveness of planned ignoring. Before implementing planned
ignoring, collect baseline data by recording the number of times the student is engaging in the target problem
behavior (the behavior you want to reduce or eliminate).
You can use tally marks or counters to record the rate of the behavior as you go, or review recordings of your
instruction to evaluate the target behavior. After implementing planned ignoring, continue to monitor the frequency
of the target behavior to evaluate effectiveness (reduction of the target behavior) of the planned ignoring.
Ask others (peers or instructional leaders/coaches) to observe you and provide feedback on your use of planned
ignoring.
o Ask them to record how many times you deliver reinforcement for an appropriate replacement behavior
and withhold reinforcement for target behaviors.
o Ask them to look carefully for instances where you accidentally provide reinforcement and attention for the
target behavior.
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